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Abstract
Heterotopic ossification(HO) is a common complication  among patients with spinal cord

and head injury. Common sites in traumatic brain injury(TBI) are hip, shoulder and elbow
joints. In the hip joints it is commonly observed around anterior, inferomedial and posterior
aspect.
A six year old girl sustained head injury following a fall from the height and underwent emergency
decompressive  craniotomy and duraplasty. There was no evidence of  injury to thigh  muscles.
She was  referred  for rehabilitation after one month of  treatment at intensive care unit . Child
was noted to have diffuse swelling of both thigh extending from  hip to knee, and severe restriction
of range  of motion at  both the knee joints.

Initial blood investigation  showed ESR of 80 mm1st hour and  elevated alkaline phosphatase
of 601U/L and follow up investigation of decrease in ESR to 3mm 1st hour and alkaline phosphates
461U/L at 4 months.  After  14 months  ESR was  4mm and alkaline phosphates was 171U/L.
Child was given indomethacin 25 mg thrice daily, gentle  range of motion exercises and proper
positioning of extremities. Range of motion at both knees completely recovered.
Initial X-ray showed early extensive ossification  at middle third of both thighs, In the follow up
X-ray done after 14 months there was significant   maturation of HO  and osteoporosis.
Heterotopic ossification can rarely develop away from the joints in patients with TBI.
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Introduction:
 Heterotypic Ossification(HO) is the formation
of mature lamellar bone in soft tissues. It is
indistinguishable histologically  from normal
bone. HO does not grow out of bone, is not
connected to  periosteum  and is not formed
intra-articularly. Incidence of HO in TBI ranges

from 3 to 20 percent and preferred sites  are
hip, shoulder and elbow joints. In the hip joints
it is commonly found around anterior,
inferomedial and posterior aspect1.  Since HO
occurs  around the joint, involvement of middle
third of  thighs is very unusual. Review literature
and Medline search  did not find HO involving
middle  third of both thighs in TBI. Hence we
would like to report a case of unusual
presentation of HO at middle third of both thighs
following TBI.
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Case Report:
A six year girl sustained head injury

following a fall and underwent emergency
decompressive  craniotomy and duraplasty. Her
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) was three and there
were  no features of spinal injury, polytrauma,
fracture of femur and evidence of injury to
thighs.   She  was kept  in  intensive care unit
for 60 days and no intramuscular injection was
given to thighs. She was referred for
rehabilitation after one month of initial care. On
examination  she had  cognitive dysfunction,
aphasia, and hypertonia of all the four limbs.
After a  month,  child had diffuse swelling of
both thigh extending from  hip to knee, and
severe restriction of range  of motion at  both

the knee joints (fig1 and 2). Knee flexion was
possible to only 15 degree from neutral position
both side.   Investigations revealed  an ESR of
80 mm during 1st hour and alkaline
phosphatase of 601U/L (n = 130 IU ). X-ray
showed  early HO in the middle one third of
anterior aspect of both thighs. She was given
indomethacin 25 mg thrice daily, gentle  range
of motion exercises and proper positioning of
extremities. She remained in vegetative stage
for two months and cognitive function did not
improve. Follow up investigations showed
decrease in ESR to 3mm during  1st hour (Chart
1 ) and alkaline phosphatase of 461U/L at  4
months and a further decrease in  alkaline

Fig.1 Swelling both thighs extending from
hip to knee and knee flexion was 15 degree

Fig.2  X-ray Shows HO of Middle one
third of both thighs
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phosphatase  171U/L after 14 months (chart 2).
Thigh swelling decreased  significantly and
range of motion at both knees completely
recovered. X-ray revealed  significant
maturation of HO  at middle third of both thigh
and osteoporosis of  femur after 14 month  (fig3
and 4).

Discussion
HO is a potential sequaele of spinal and

head injury. The exact triggering mechanism
for the formation of HO is unknown, but local,
systemic  neural, and  humoral causes have
been suggested. There is either a migration of
distant mesenchymal cells to the area involved,
with subsequent transformation of these cells
into osteoblasts, or a transformation of the local
mesenchymal cells directly into osteoblasts2.
Neurogenic heterotopic ossification is seen after
any neurologic insult, notably after spinal cord
injury (SPI), traumatic head injury and rarely
following stroke and non traumatic spinal cord
injury (NTSCI).  In a  prospective study
conducted at National Institute of Mental Health
and  Neuro Sciences (NIMHANS) showed
seven (6.04%) among the 114 subjects with
NTSCI had HO3 .

The clinical, radiological and bone scan
features of HO are  characteristic. Clinically pain
is the   most common symptom followed by
decreased range of motion, localized soft tissue
swelling, joint erythema and  warmth, joint
effusion, increasing spasticity, and low grade
fever 4, 5.  Our patient had severe   restriction of
the ROM of knee joints and swelling. Absence
of pain could be due to severe cognitive
impairment. Earliest detection of HO is by three-
phase bone scan but plain. Plain X-ray films
are helpful in assessing the extent and shape of
HO (Fig2 and 4). Spontaneous regression of HO
is rare. It can cause  mechanical obstruction to
the joint  or  form  bony bridges across the
affected joint, resulting in ankylosis.

Gentle passive ROM at joints without
stretching is cornerstone for  prevention and
treatment of HO, once it  has begun. This may
maintain functional ROM of the joints even in
the presence of HO and during the maturation
of HO maturation 6. Efficacy of diphosphonates,
non steroidal anti-inflammatory medication
(NSAIDs) 7, radiotherapy and surgery is

Fig.3 Marked retution of thigh Swelling and full
flexion of both knee 14 months after follow-up

Fig. 4 X-ray Shows Significant maturation of HO and
osteoporosis of both femur 14 months
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debatable. Diphosphonates appear to be
effective at inhibiting neurogenic HO in SCI and
TBI patients and  recurrence after resection of
HO8. NSAIDs have not been shown to be
effective in HO but seem to be effective in
inhibiting recurrence in patients treated with
surgical resection 9. Prophylactic local
radiotherapy has been used after hip surgery
to prevent HO formation 10. But it is not been
tried in NHO. Surgical excision of HO is done
on matured bone  only when there is a loss of
joint function or when other complications of
the HO necessitate it.

In our patient we excluded possibility of
myosities ossificans  which usually follows
following trauma and massage,  muscle trauma
by clinical examination and  Rhabdomynolysis
by urine examination for hematuria. Our patient
had HO confined to both thighs with sparing of
traditional sites viz. hip, knee and elbow. we
excluded possibility of myosities ossificans
which usually follows following trauma and
massage, muscle trauma by clinical examination
and  rhabdomyolysis  by urine examination for
hematuria. Severe head injury, major surgery,
prolonged vegetative state, hypertonia and
systemic infections,  which are the known risk
factors during acute phase of TBI  could have
triggered HO in this patient. However,
contribution of occult direct trauma to thighs at
the time of head injury can not be excluded even
though child was not having external evidence
of abrasion, swelling or fracture. Timely and
proper intervention facilitated recovery of range
of motion of joints at knee.

Conclusion
Heterotopic ossification can rarely develop away
from the joints in patients with TBI. Presence
of multiple risk factors in severe TBI can
predispose to HO. Awareness about this
complication is essential for early diagnosis and
management.
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